Naturest® Pillow
The perfect addition to your sleep cocoon
·· Revolutionary RAM™ (radial-axis magnetism) Technology
·· Helps support spinal alignment
·· Non-allergenic latex filling, uniquely adjustable to your
ideal level of comfort
·· Made from ecologically sound and non-allergenic natural
materials that meet fire regulations without flame
retardants or other chemicals
·· Breathable, natural fibre cover

Supporting your natural sleeping position
Filled with naturally firm latex that prevents the pillow from becoming
flat, the Naturest® Pillow is fully adjustable by simply adding or removing
the filler. The Naturest® Pillow also incorporates a specially designed
internal collar to ensure the most comfortable alignment for your head,
neck, and spine. The breathable cover of natural bamboo and cotton
fibres assist ventilation, helping to regulate your temperature to keep you
comfortably cool.
Deep sleep rejuvenation
The Naturest® Pillow is different from any other pillow you’ll experience
due to the RAM™ Technology design. As you achieve deep sleep the brain
recharges, restoring your energy for the day to come. Highly portable, you
can take the relaxing natural technology with you whenever you’re
travelling or staying away from home to feel the benefits of the magnetic
energy. The Naturest® Pillow can be used alone or, to maximise your
sleep environment, it can be used with the KenkoDream® Quilt and the
Naturest® Kenkopad®.

How to use
Place the Naturest® Pillow on the bed with the zipper on the bottom
right-hand side, so that the orthopaedic support and RAM™ magnetic
disks are in the optimum positions.
Care instructions
Spot clean only, using mild detergent and warm water. Do not
oversaturate. Air-dry at room temperature away from sunlight or
excessive heat.

Technology

RAM™ Magnetic Technology

Dimensions

H 46.5 x W 62cm

Magnet strength

3200 Gauss

Materials

Synthetic latex: 48%; natural latex: 21%; graphite: 22%; wool batting: 9%

Magnetic Discs

Three per Naturest Pillow, providing 3,200 gauss strength

Outer Cover

Natural fibres; a mix of organic cotton and bamboo.
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